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Abstract Objective: Aiming at contributing to the knowledge on doses in computed tomography (CT), this study has the objective of determining
dosimetric quantities associated with pediatric abdominal CT scans, comparing the data with diagnostic reference levels (DRL).
Materials and Methods: The study was developed with a Toshiba Asteion single-slice CT scanner and a GE BrightSpeed multi-slice CT
unit in two hospitals. Measurements were performed with a pencil-type ionization chamber and a 16 cm-diameter polymethylmethacrylate
trunk phantom.
Results: No significant difference was observed in the values for weighted air kerma index (CW), but the differences were relevant in values
for volumetric air kerma index (CVOL), air kerma-length product (PKL,CT) and effective dose.
Conclusion: Only the CW values were lower than the DRL, suggesting that dose optimization might not be necessary. However, PKL,CT and
effective dose values stressed that there still is room for reducing pediatric radiation doses. The present study emphasizes the importance
of determining all dosimetric quantities associated with CT scans.
Keywords: Pediatric computed tomography scans; Dosimetric quantities; Weighted dose index; Volumetric air kerma index; Air kermalength product.
Resumo Objetivo: Visando contribuir para o conhecimento das doses em tomografia computadorizada (TC), este trabalho teve o objetivo de
quantificar grandezas dosimétricas associadas a exames do abdome em pacientes pediátricos, comparando-as com os níveis de referência em radiodiagnóstico (NRD).
Materiais e Métodos: O estudo foi realizado em dois hospitais, em um tomógrafo Toshiba Asteion single-slice e um GE BrightSpeed
multi-slice. Medidas foram feitas com uma câmara de ionização tipo lápis e um objeto simulador de tronco de polimetilmetacrilato de
16 cm de diâmetro.
Resultados: Os valores do índice ponderado de kerma no ar (CW) não apresentaram diferenças significativas, porém, para as grandezas
índice de kerma no ar volumétrico (CVOL), produto kerma-comprimento (PKL,CT) e dose efetiva, as diferenças foram relevantes.
Conclusão: Apenas o CW apresentou valores menores que os NRD, sugerindo que a otimização não seria necessária. Porém, os valores
de PKL,CT e dose efetiva mostraram que há espaço para reduzir as doses de radiação pediátricas. Este trabalho ressalta a importância de
avaliar todas as grandezas dosimétricas associadas aos exames por TC.
Unitermos: Exames tomográficos pediátricos; Grandezas dosimétricas; Índice ponderado de dose; Índice de kerma no ar volumétrico;
Produto kerma-comprimento.

INTRODUCTION
Developments in computed tomography (CT) as a medical imaging method, and its constant technological advances
over the years have expanded its application; currently, CT
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became one of the most relevant radiological techniques
easily accessible to the greatest part of the population(1). The
pediatric patient group has increased in this population over
the years; for example, in 1980, 3 million CT scans were
performed in the United States of America (USA) and in
1996 it reached 62 million with 4 million in children(1). It
is estimated that 10% of all CT scans performed in the world
involve pediatric patients(2).
The consequence of the dissemination of this technique
in the medical practice is an increase in the collective dose
due to patient exposures, since the doses are much higher
than those from the exposures related to any other conventional radiology technique(3). According to many epidemiological studies, the significant increase in the number of CT
scans associated with the increase in dose should presumRadiol Bras. 2014 Set/Out;47(5):288–291
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ably lead to a higher probability of development of harmful
effects, particularly in children(4–7).
The current scenario raises the necessity of a radiological protection policy aiming at the knowledge and control
of radiation doses involved in pediatric CT procedures. The
first international discussion focused on the radiological
protection of patients occurred in 2001 during the Conference of Malaga, approaching radiotherapy and radiodiagnosis procedures as well as those related to nuclear medicine(8).
The most frequent method used to estimate doses in CT
consists in measurements with either a ionization chamber
positioned free-in-air or inserted into a head or neck phantom; the computed tomography dose index (CDTI) is determined and adopted as reference(9). The International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) suggests the use of the term
“air kerma índex” (Ca) replacing CTDI, but the two dosimetric quantities are obtained by a same procedure and have a
same numeric value(8).
The purpose of knowing the dosimetric quantity values
is to allow the comparison between such values and the diagnostic reference levels (DRL). DRLs are utilized as reference
tools for quality control of the technique, but should not be
used as exact values adopted with the purpose of dose restriction. The DRL objective is to avoid radiation dose to
the patient that does not contribute to the clinical purpose
of a medical imaging procedure, indicating the necessity of
an optimization process(10).
The concern with radiation levels in pediatric CT scans
has stimulated actions aimed at radiological protection of
children, among them the Image Gently campaign in the
USA(11). The California state has sanctioned a regulation
establishing the inclusion of dosimetric quantity values involved in tomographic procedures in the patients’ medical
records(12). In Brazil, no similar action has been adopted by
the authorities. Furthermore, studies approaching dosimetric quantity values in tomographic procedures practically do
not exist(13).
The present study is aimed at quantifying dosimetric
quantity values specific for CT, focusing on pediatric patients
undergoing abdominal CT scans at two institutions in the
city of Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil. The objective is to study
the application of dosimetric quantity values in the process
of dose optimization, besides evaluating the conformity of
such values with the diagnostic reference levels.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The IAEA definitions(8) were adopted for the dosimetric quantities expressed in terms of kerma (kinetic energy
released per unit mass). The weighted air kerma index (CW)
(equation 1) has the objective of measuring the air kerma
index within the phantoms; the volumetric air kerma index
(CVOL) (equation 2) provides the estimate of the dose in a
single section; the air kerma-length product (PKL,CT) (equation 3) provides the air kerma in the whole irradiated area
during the acquisition of the tomographic image. The auRadiol Bras. 2014 Set/Out;47(5):288–291

thors have also adopted the concept of effective dose estimated from PKL,CT as a function of a conversion factor k
(equation 4; Table 1), depending only on the irradiated body
region(14).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Table 1—Conversion factor k values for calculation of effective dose(14).
k (mSv mGy–1 cm–1)
Body region

0 yearold

1-yearold

5-yearold

10-yearold

Adult

Head and neck

0.013

0.0085

0.0057

0.0042

0.0031

Head

0.011

0.0067

0.0040

0.0032

0.0021

Neck

0.017

0.012

0.011

0.0079

0.0059

Chest

0.039

0.026

0.018

0.013

0.014

Abdomen

0.049

0.030

0.020

0.015

0.015

Trunk

0.044

0.028

0.019

0.014

0.015

Air kerma rates were obtained within a cylindrical polymethyl metacrylate (PMMA) phantom with density 1.19 ±
0.01 g.cm–3, 16 cm in diameter and 15 cm in length, which
is a pediatric trunk phantom indicated for patients in the age
range from 1 to 15 years). The phantom was positioned and
carefully aligned with the laser beam of the CT apparatus
within the gantry. With the ionization chamber inserted between the peripheral and central holes of the phantom, three
measurements were performed in terms of PKL, and the readings were duly corrected by the calibration factor NPKL,Q =
9.97 × 103 Gy.cm.unit–1(15), by the energy dependence factor (kQ = 1) and by the pressure and temperature factor (kTP
= 0.9). The measurements of the dosimetric quantity were
carried out in two devices of two hospitals where abdominal
CT scans were performed in pediatric patients, as follows: a
Toshiba Asteion single-slice and a GE BrightSpeed multislice machines. A 10X4-CT pencil-type Radcal® ionization
chamber (100 mm in length and radius of approximately 3
mm) coupled with a 9060 model Radcal® electrometer was
utilized to determine the air kerma rates in the center
(CPMMA,100,C) and extremity holes of the phantom
(CPMMA,100,p) in order to calculate the CW (equation 1).
RESULTS
With the single-slice CT equipment, the CW value was
18.73 ± 0.26 mGy, which, for the pitch of 1.2 adopted by
the hospital, corresponds to the CVOL value of 14.61 mGy.
The scan length for a pediatric abdominal CT is 22 cm over
the patient’s body, resulting in PKL,CT of 343.51 mGy.cm;
289
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this corresponds to an effective dose of 6.87 mSv, considering a conversion factor k = 0.020 (Table 1) for the abdominal region of a patient at the age of five years(15).
With the multi-slice CT equipment, for a pitch of 0.9
and the same 22 cm scan length, the CW was 18.81 ± 0.22
mGy; the CVOL, 20.07 mGy; the PKL,CT, 441.64 mGy.cm;
and the effective dose 8.83 mSv.
DISCUSSION

mGy or mGy.cm

A comparison of the results obtained in the two CT
devices showed that the difference between the CW values
was not significant, but for CVOL, PKL,CT and effective dose,
the increases of, respectively, 37%, 29% and 29% observed
with the multi-slice equipment may be considered significant. Such a fact is explained by the pitch of 0.9 adopted by
the hospital, which causes tomographic sections overlapping
and, consequently, greater patient exposure to radiation.
DRLs for pediatric abdominal CT scans in five-year-old
patients are recommended as 25 mGy for CW, and 360
mGy.cm for PKL,CT(3). Both hospitals indicated values lower
than the DRLs for such dosimetric quantities, except for the
value of PKL,CT in the hospital with the multi-slice equipment, that remained 23% higher than the DRL, as shown on
Figure 1. Considering that there is no tolerance range for
DRL values, the result suggests that studies should be done
in the hospital with the multi-slice equipment, in order to
verify if an appropriate level of imaging quality could be
achieved with lower levels of radiation doses.

Figure 1. Comparison between values for CW and PKL,CT and DRL in pediatric
abdominal CT scans.

The increase of 2 mSv in the effective dose during the
scan with the multi-slice equipment, as compared with the
scan performed with the single-slice equipment, does not
indicate the necessity of optimization, even considering that
the first equipment offers better technological resources to
provide patients with lower radiation doses without loss in
the imaging quality. Until the present moment, none DRL
was established in terms of effective dose for pediatric scans.
The values obtained with surveys of the effective doses for
abdominal scans in adult patients in some countries range
from 5.3 to 13.2 mSv, with a median of 9.5 mSv(2). Such
290

data suggest that the effective dose of 8.83 mSv observed in
the multi-slice equipment is not appropriate for pediatric
scans; the results suggest that there is room for improving
the optimization in the hospital.
CONCLUSIONS
If only the dosimetric quantity CW is considered as a
comparative tool, both hospitals would not need to implement an optimization process. However, as the PKL,CT values in the hospital with the multi-slice equipment are analyzed, one may conclude that an optimization of the technical procedures should be considered in order to reduce the
radiation doses in pediatric abdominal CT scans.
The effective dose value might be adopted as a criterion
to be taken into account and for decision-making about the
implementation of an optimization process; it should be
considered that a tomographic image is to be obtained without loss in the diagnostic quality, but the radiation dose
delivered to the patient should be as low as possible.
CT scan dosimetry has at least four dosimetric quantities with specific objectives. The medical physicist responsible for determining their values should be aware of the
differences among them and able to select the one that best
fits his/her purpose. The consideration about the necessity
of optimization based on a single dosimetric quantity may
be limited.
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